Protect Against Combustible Dust Explosion
Economical approaches exist to protect spray dryer processes and solutions
By Dr. Johannes Lottermann, REMBE

MUCH HAS been written and will continue to be written
about the risks of combustible dust in a manufacturing
facility, if for no other reason, than because people are
injured and die every year from combustible dust-related
explosions.1
From a manufacturer’s perspective, the costs involved in
not protecting a facility are prohibitive: should an incident occur, an operation may be out of business for weeks or months
and its customers will go elsewhere. The community outcry
will be enormous and damage to an organization’s reputation
will result. The costs for startup, ﬁnes, compensation to the
injured, etc. are very high. It just isn’t worth the risk.2
Unfortunately, the costs of protecting a facility also can
be very high, so every manufacturing facility must work
closely with its “consultants” — manufacturers’ representatives, engineers, risk consultants, insurance consultants and
others — to develop the best, most cost-eﬀective working
solution for their particular manufacturing process. Therefore, plant process hazard analyses and dust testing should
be an integral part of the total safety concept per NFPA
standards, OSHA requirements and as a practical matter. 3
One process that has received limited attention with
respect to protection against combustible dust risks to date
is the spray drying process. The risks are great as are the
potential costs for protection following conventional design
standards.
New basic interpretations, however, in accordance with
the VDI 2263 Data Sheet 7 guideline, “Dust Fires and Dust
Explosions for spray dryers — Hazards, Assessment and
Protective Measures,” have recently been released which
speciﬁcally address ﬁre and explosion protection in spraydrying facilities.4,5 These interpretations will be discussed
as an alternative cost-eﬀective method of protecting spray
dryer processes as they specify the partial volume approach
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for the sizing of explosion relief devices described in NFPA
68 and FM Global Loss Prevention Data Sheet 7-76.
Adopting this method should be discussed in detail with
Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) in the interest of improved compliance leading to increased safety in addressing
the combustible dust hazard.
COMBUSTIBLE DUST

Any airborne organic dust that can burn could lead to an
explosive atmosphere.6 If there is a combination of such
dusts with a suﬃcient ignition source, explosions can occur.
OSHA requires in its general duty clause that employers
provide a “...place of employment which are free from recognized hazards...” 7, so measures must be taken to avoid or
reduce the damage caused by such explosions.
NFPA REQUIREMENT

Figure 1. NFPA 68 requires the venting area be 6.85 m² for a 200-m³ spray drier.
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DUST CONCENTRATION

The risk of combustible dust explosions often is underestimated: For example, we use powdered milk in food we
eat and handle such powder in our kitchens, living rooms,
coﬀee shops and even airplanes. When stored at home in
small amounts or even in big bags at warehouses, milk powder is considered a harmless product — as long as ﬁne dust
particles are not airborne, dispersed and in contact with a
source of ignition such as a mechanically created spark, a
spark created by discharging static electricity, a hot surface
or an open ﬁre.
As a “Checklist for an Explosion,” the following elements have to be in place to create an explosion:
tDPNCVTUJCMFEVTU 
tBDPOmOFEBSFB 
tPYZHFO 
tBOJHOJUJPOTPVSDF BOE
tQFSGFDUEJTQFSTJPOPGEVTUQBSUJDMFT

Figure 2. Concentrations in spray dryers are much lower, typically around
500–600 g/m³, and the VDI approach takes this into account.

COMBUSTIBLE DUST RISKS
IN THE SPRAY DRYING PROCESS

VDI APPROACH

Spray dryers are primarily deployed in the chemical and
food industry, for processes such as powdered milk, detergent powder or infant formula production. The liquids (slurries) are atomized in a drying tower by means of pressure
nozzles or rotating discs. The powdery commodity is dried
through hot current or counter-current gas.5
These processes are extremely explosive, as all above
mentioned “elements” for a dust explosion are “naturally” in
place:5,6
tDPNCVTUJCMFEVTUúUIFESJFEQSPEVDU
tBDPOmOFEBSFBúUIFESZJOHDIBNCFS
tPYZHFOúCZUIFXBSNBJS
tB OJHOJUJPOTPVSDFúFNCFST NFDIBOJDBMMZTQBSLT
created by broken atomizing discs etc.
tQFSGFDUEJTQFSTJPOPGEVTUQBSUJDMFTúUIFESZJOH
process requires a dispersion
Unfortunately, these conditions are present in other
elements of typical spray-drying installations (cyclones, bag
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Figure 3. Using the VDI approach, a 200 m³ spray drier that would require 6.85 m² per
NFPA 68 would realistically only need 1.48 m².
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INDOOR VENTING SYSTEM

ﬁlters, ﬂuid bed driers, screens) as well — so wherever the
explosion starts it could propagate to all interconnected
vessels.
For this reason, it is necessary to equip the spray-drying
process with appropriate protective measures.
APPROPRIATE PROTECTION FOR
THE SPRAY DRYER PROCESS

Per NFPA 68, the conventional approach to protecting
a spray dryer would be to apply so-called explosion relief
devices that oﬀer a certain venting area taking into account
the entire chamber volume, the strength of the vessel and
the so-called K st-value (pressure rise normalized to a 1 m³
- chamber), although the process conditions inside a spray
dryer are quite diﬀerent from the vessels that the NFPA 68
committee had in mind when publishing the standard. The
NFPA conventional approach for protection of spray dryers,
from the prospective of explosion safety experts, is much too
conservative and leads to an over-engineered result. 8
Figure 4. Explosion flame temperatures that reach up to 1,500°C (2,732°F) are efficiently cooled down through an energy transfer taking place in the unique stainless
The following example of a 200-m³ spray drier where
steel mesh filter basket.
the required venting area following the NFPA 68 would be
6.85 m² shall demonstrate this in comparison to the VDI
approach (Figure 1).
the VDI approach only takes the pressure rise of the realistic
dust concentration into account and reduces the required
vent area in a next step to an appropriate level of protection.
VDI APPROACH
The same 200-m³ spray drier that would require 6.85 m²
The new VDI approach9, described in the European Guideper NFPA 68 would realistically only need 1.48 m² (Figure
line VDI 2263-7, takes into account, for example, that the
3), since the pressure rise (K st value) may be reduced from
temperature (resulting in dust temperatures of 176°F/80°C
within the drying tower) inﬂuences the maximum explosion 200 to 120 per Figure 2. Furthermore, the volume taken
pressure Pmax. In addition, under certain conditions only one- into account would only be the cone volume — the alignment of the maximum explosions pressure to the process
third of the tower volume is needed for the calculation, since
conditions is the ﬁnal step of this engineered approach.
the product located in the upper area of the dryer is still
Critical readers might think that it is all well and good that
moist and, thus, the atmosphere not explosive.
The K st value is signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the dust con- a European guideline exists, but such a guideline wouldn’t be
allowed in the U.S. Also, these critical readers might prefer the
centration.10 Because the concentrations in spray dryers are
much lower (maximum: 250 g/m³) than the “perfect explo- additional “safety margin” of the over-engineered approach,
which might give rise to a more “comfortable feeling”.
sive mixture,” typically around 500–600 g/m³ (Figure 2),
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DUST EXPLOSION TEST

Figure 5. The first explosion test (top) uses explosion panels and produces a visible flame. The same test is performed again using the Q-Rohr-3 flameless venting system (bottom).

explosion ﬂame temperatures that reach up to 1,500°C
(2,732°F) are eﬃciently and eﬀectively cooled down through an
energy transfer taking place in the unique stainless steel mesh
ﬁlter basket developed by REMBE (Figure 4). This transfer fully
extinguishes the ﬂames (Figure 5). Additionally, the pressure
rise and increased noise level associated with free vented explosions are massively reduced to negligible, harmless levels. The
specially developed ﬁlter ensures that no burnt or unburnt dust
particles are discharged. After an event, simply clean and replace
the bursting disc and the ﬂameless vent is immediately ready for
operation once again.
With indoor venting systems, installation is uncomplicated and cost-intensive venting ducts are eliminated.

These same readers should know that NFPA always
gives a performance-based design option as an alternative,
which simply means that other approaches also are allowed. And, let’s remember, purchasers also have the right
to have a “comfortable feeling” that will result in improved
compliance with regard to the non-speciﬁc partial volume
approach. This innovative calculation method allows for
eﬀective explosion protection with venting at an aﬀordable,
competitive price. Since most spray-dryer installations are
indoors, indoor ﬂameless venting is worth consideration.
INDOOR FLAMELESS EXPLOSION VENTING

With indoor venting systems, such as the REMBE Q-Rohr-311,
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example of a method to potentially reduce an operator’s cost
to protect. Realistically evaluating risks is another approach
that may result in less equipment or less costly equipment
being used. Whatever the approach, spray dryer processes
must be evaluated for their combustible dust risk and protected accordingly.

Procedure-optimized installation within the immediate
vicinity of people and machines also is an advantage, as is
visual inspection without high-priced maintenance costs.
All of these features add up to additional savings.
REALISTIC COMBUSTIBLE DUST EXPLOSION PROTECTION

A modern explosion protection system must be safe and
economically reasonable. In this way, the level of protection,
and thus occupational safety, is ensured.
The VDI approach for protecting spray dryers is just one
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